We demonstrate a femtosecond enhancement cavity with a crossed-beam geometry for efficient generation and extraction of extreme-ultraviolet (XUV) frequency combs at 154 MHz repetition rate. We achieve a record-high out-coupled power of 600 μW, directly usable for spectroscopy, at a wavelength of 97 nm. This corresponds to a >60% out-coupling efficiency. The XUV power scaling and generation efficiency are similar to that achieved with a single Gaussian-mode fundamental beam inside a collinear enhancement cavity. The noncollinear geometry also opens the door for generation of isolated attosecond pulses at >100 MHz repetition rate.
environment [12] . A few variations on the reflection-based out-coupling methods have been proposed, but not yet experimentally tested in actual fsECs [18, 19] . On-axis pierced mirrors offer direct access of the XUV light [14] . Experimental results and accompanying simulations show that 5% [20, 21] to potentially 20% OCE [22] can be achieved using a Gaussian cavity mode. In order to improve the OCE with pierced mirrors, specially tailored higher-order spatial modes have been explored for HHG [14, [23] [24] [25] , however to date the out-coupled power is lower than that achieved from regular Gaussian-mode cavities [12] .
Cavity-enhanced noncollinear HHG was proposed in the early stages of fsEC development for efficient extraction of the generated harmonics in XUV [14, 26, 27] . The harmonics generated by two crossed beams are naturally separated from the fundamental at the bisection angle, and can thus be coupled out from the cavity geometrically, while the fundamental can be recycled to maintain a high cavity buildup. Such a noncollinear geometry also offers unique opportunities for studying and controlling the HHG process in single-pass experiments. Since the early proposal and demonstration [28, 29] , single-pass noncollinear HHG has been implemented for generating circularly polarized XUV beams [30, 31] , gating isolated attosecond pulses [32, 33] , studying phase-matching processes [34, 35] , and for fundamental studies of extreme-nonlinear optics [36, 37] .
In this Letter, we report the development of a unique cavity geometry that allows two laser pulses to be resonantly enhanced simultaneously inside an fsEC ( Fig. 1(a) ). The two pulses overlap both spatially and temporally exactly at the cavity focus. We employ a small noncollinear angle in order to optimize the harmonic beam profile while avoiding a large phase mismatch imposed by the noncollinear geometry. Harmonic orders of 9-19 are monitored and measured. The out-coupled 11 th harmonic reaches a recordhigh average power of 600 μW, which is 5 times higher than previously reported values [12] . This work not only demonstrates a useful tool for delivering higher XUV frequency comb power to spectroscopy targets, but also paves the way for noncollinear gating in optical cavities for attosecond physics [32, 33, 38] .
As schematically shown in Fig. 1(a) , our experiment employs a 120 fs, 154 MHz repetition rate Yb:fiber frequency comb [39] with up to 80 W average power, spectrally centered at 1070 nm, to coherently seed an fsEC. The intracavity light field is linearly polarized perpendicular to the cavity plane. The cavity free spectral range is set at 77 MHz, resulting in two pulses circulating simultaneously inside the fsEC. A pinhole (not shown) is positioned at the focus to ensure the spatial overlap of the two pulses when the cavity is being aligned, and is removed during HHG operation. The temporal delay between the two laser pulses at the cavity focus is controlled with a piezoelectric actuator mounted on one of the out-coupling mirrors, and is intrinsically stable thanks to the large fraction of shared parallel optical paths in the cavity. A segmented mirror is home-made by bonding a high reflector and a 1.5% transmission input coupler sideby-side to a flat substrate. A power enhancement factor of ~150 is obtained inside the cavity. With a focal spot size 0 = 44 μm (1/ 2 intensity radius), a peak intensity of 7 × 10 13 W/cm 2 is reached when the two pulses interfere constructively at the focus. Pure Xe or heated He:Xe mixture is injected into the focus by a home-made glass nozzle [40] with an orifice diameter of 50 μm, and acts as the nonlinear medium for HHG. Generated harmonics are coupled out through the gap between the two curved high-reflectivity mirrors. The 11th harmonic is directed to a NIST-calibrated detector. Transmitted IR light from one mirror is used for monitoring the intracavity power, mode profile, and pulse duration.
The two crossed beams form an intensity grating across the focal plane, see Fig. 1 (b) and (c). Consequently, the beam profile of the harmonics is determined by the ratio = / between the fundamental noncollinear half-angle and the Gaussian-beam divergence half-angle . For ≫ 1, XUV photons are generated at discrete angles dictated by photon energy-and-momentum conservation [36] . In the wave picture, interference between the harmonics generated by different fringes at the focus causes the angular separation of the harmonics in the far field [34] . As we reduce η gradually, the far-field harmonics start to overlap and eventually merge together, as shown in the insets of Fig. 2 . This occurs as significant harmonic power is generated only from the central fringe for sufficiently small η. For applications requiring undistorted uni-directional emission of harmonics, it is therefore important to keep η small. On the other hand, clipping loss on the mirror edges increases as η decreases. This effect reduces the cavity finesse and the power-buildup factor, thereby limiting the smallest useful η. For a given focal spot size 0 (and thus ), the angle and the gap size d between the two mirrors determine both the power enhancement factor of the cavity and the OCE, as illustrated in Fig. 2 .
The size of is important for phase-velocity matching between the harmonics and the fundamental. In addition to the usual neutral and plasma dispersion, one can show that a geometric wavevector mismatch arises from the noncollinear geometry, given in the small-angle approximation ( ≪ 1) by
for harmonic order q, where ∆ ≈ − is the Gouy phase mismatch from a single Gaussian beam [34, 35] .
Here, and are the wavelength and Rayleigh length of the fundamental beam, respectively. ∆ can be compensated by a below-critical-ionization generation medium, in which dispersion from neutral atoms dominates over that from plasma. The intrinsic dipole phase of HHG can be neglected as the generation medium is much shorter than the Rayleigh length in our experiment. However, it is advantageous to keep the geometric phase mismatch small in the first place. This is because, in fsECs, nonlinearities from the gas target disturb the resonant condition between the laser and cavity and cause transverse-mode coupling, resulting in a clamping effect on the intensity buildup of the fundamental beam [41, 42] . A smaller ∆ would require a lower phase-matching pressure, which allows us to operate the enhancement cavity in a regime with a reduced intensity-clamping effect. To simultaneously obtain a useful cavity buildup, a uniform beam profile, a good OCE, and a small phase mismatch, optimal experimental conditions are achieved with d = 0.5 mm and = 0.94˚ (see Fig. 2 ).
We perform numerical simulations to understand the harmonics generated in the crossed beams at the peak of the laser pulse. We calculate the HHG response in the plane of the laser focus using the intensitydependent dipole amplitude and phase, pre-determined from the solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation for a large intensity range [43] [44] [45] . We consider only the short-trajectory contribution, which is extracted from the dipole data by numerical filtering [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] , and all other phasematching effects are neglected in the simulation by taking into account HHG emission from the focal plane only. The harmonics generated are then propagated to the far field, including diffraction from the mirror edges, using Huygens's integral in the Fresnel approximation [52] . A peak intensity of 5 × 10 13 W/cm 2 is used in the simulation, close to the experimental laser intensity at the optimal generation condition. The harmonic beam shapes at the out-coupling-mirror surface plane (10.3 cm away from the focus) and in the far field (70 cm behind the out-coupling mirrors) are shown in Fig. 3 . The relative carrier phase ∆ between the two pulses of the crossed beams changes the laser interference pattern at the focus (Fig.  1(c) ), as well as the far-field harmonic profile. When ∆ = , the harmonics generated from different parts of the fundamental interfere destructively on the bisection axis. This causes the harmonic beam to split into a doublet in the far field. Experimentally observed harmonic spatial profiles are shown in the insets. Harmonics of order 9 to 19 are observed on a fluorescent plate (sodium salicylate), recorded in Fig.  4 . The asymmetry in the experimentally recorded beam profile is caused by a slight misalignment between the bisection axis of the crossed beams and the center of the mirror gap. Theoretically estimated OCEs for these harmonic orders are shown in Fig. 4(c) .
When studying the output XUV power in the 11 th harmonic as a function of the intracavity fundamental power, we observe two counter-intuitive behaviors ( Fig. 5(a) ). First, with pure Xe as the generation medium (green traces), the XUV output is higher when ∆ = for the same fundamental drive power. Second, with a He:Xe mixture as the generation medium (purple traces), the XUV output is higher when ∆ = 0 for the same fundamental power. But still, the highest XUV power available is obtained when ∆ = due to its higher intracavity power. Further study shows that the seemingly surprising behaviors can be understood simply as a result of changing the focal volume shape. As shown in Fig. 1(c) , ∆ changes the intensity grating at the focus and, therefore, the peak intensity. Since HHG is an extremely nonlinear process, most of the harmonic power is generated from the central peak for ∆ = 0, or the two innermost peaks for ∆ = . The contributions from side peaks are negligible due to their weak intensities. We therefore refer to the volume of the central peaks as an effective generation volume. For our angle ratio = 2.13, when we change ∆ from 0 to , the fundamental power concentrated in the effective generation volume increases from 57% to 88%. In other words, a larger fraction of the fundamental power is contributing efficiently to the HHG process when ∆ = . We then determine an effective conversion efficiency as the ratio between the generated XUV power and the fundamental power in the effective generation volume. Remarkably, this effective conversion efficiency for ∆ = 0 and ∆ = is approximately identical through the entire range of peak intensities measured for each medium, as demonstrated in Fig. 5 (b) .
Owing to the high repetition rate, the plasma generated from one laser pulse does not clear the focal volume before the next pulse comes in, resulting in a highly dispersive accumulated plasma in the generation volume that degrades phase matching. As shown in Ref. [12] , the harmonic yield limited by the accumulated plasma is characterized by a dimensionless parameter = × , which represents the number of laser pulses that one atom "sees" during its transit through the laser beam.
Here is the full-width at half maximum of the focus and is the average atom velocity. By using a 9:1 He:Xe mixture heated to about 560 °C as the generation medium, we obtain ~5 at 154 MHz where a significant gain in the harmonic yield, compared to using pure Xe, is already observed, due to both reduced neutral-depletion and improved phase-matching conditions, see Fig. 5 . Cavity bi-stability caused by a phase shift from the steady-state plasma is observed when we sweep the cavity over its resonance with the comb [41] , shown in the inset of Fig. 5 (b) . This indicates that a significant plasma density remains even when using the heated gas mixture. Further improvements in the harmonic conversion efficiency is anticipated with further reduction of the steady-state plasma until reaching < 2, where the cavity resonance will show a nearly Lorentzian lineshape.
With this successful demonstration of a dual-pulse noncollinear fsEC for efficient XUV frequency-comb generation and extraction, we now understand the phase-matching conditions and the HHG efficiency via crossed beams inside the cavity. The achieved record-high out-coupled XUV frequency-comb power will be directly applied to high-resolution XUV spectroscopy, including the search for the 229 Th nuclear transition. Besides precision spectroscopy, ultrafast time-resolved studies will also benefit from these results. The noncollinear cavity geometry opens a new direction for the generation of a high-flux, highrepetition-rate train of isolated attosecond pulse via noncollinear optical gating [32, 33, 38] . With properly chosen pulse duration and delay, the interference between two pulses can create an ultrafast wave-front rotation at the cavity focus that will streak the generated attosecond pulses into different directions. Recent progresses with advanced control of mirror dispersion [45] and nonlinear dynamics inside a cavity [53] are significantly reducing the pulse duration. The use of a lighter noble gas such as Ar or Ne will also relax the limit on maximum pulse duration for noncollinear optical gating, due to the smaller divergence of higher harmonic orders. ) is used to remove a noise pattern on the image originating from the camera. Asymmetry of the harmonics is caused by a slight misalignment between the mirror gap and the bisection axis. The images shown here are taken with pure Xe gas at room temperature. (c) Theoretically estimated out-coupling efficiencies (OCE) from the cavity for harmonic orders 9 to 19 (119 nm to 56 nm) and different ∆ , see Supplementary [51] . Fig 5. (a) Out-coupled 11 th harmonic power (back-calculated to the point right after the out-coupling mirror pair, see Supplementary [51] ) as a function of intracavity fundamental drive power, shown for different generation media and relative phases. (b) Effective conversion efficiency (defined in the text) as a function of peak drive intensity. Inset shows intracavity IR power when the cavity is swept across a resonance, with ∆ = 0 (continuous black) and ∆ = (dashed black) configurations using a He:Xe mixture gas target, displaying clear deviations from the Lorentzian lineshape obtained without a gas target (gray), indicating significant plasma density. Green traces are recorded with pure Xe with 37 psi backing pressure at room temperature. Purple traces are recorded with 9:1 He:Xe mixture with 600 psi backing pressure heated to ~560 ˚C. The highest achieved IR powers are limited by the intensity-clamping effect.
